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ABSTRACT: 

The system of numerically algebraic equa- 

tions resulting from FDE method for a class of 

Variational problems of the fourth order is represent 

ed by a differential equation with infinite terms. By 
using the perturbation. method for the solution of 

this differential equatioa, it has been found that 

the first order solution is an estimate of error in 

FDE method. This estimate has been determined for the 

:comparative study of three difference approximations 
and Illustrated by a model example. 

1. TEE  FINITE-DIFFERENCE ENERGY METHODt  

• The difficulties associated with conventional finite difference 
analysis[1.1ef. (V] have given new impetus to the development 

of a finite difference analysis procedure that is based on 

the principle of minimum total potential energy, referred 

to as 'Finite-Difference Energy" method "FlOPeccf. Bushnell • 
. Ref. (143. 

A main difficulty in the use of the conventional finite diff- 

erence method is the incorporation of the boundary conditions. 
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Since in the analysis the differential equation of equilib- 

rium of the system is approximated directly by the difference 

scheme , it is necessary to satisfy in the differencing both 

! the geometric and the natural boundary conditions. This can 
be difficult to achieve at arbitrary boundaries [cf. Fayad 
Ref.(3)3, since the topology of the finite difference mesh 
restricts the form of differencing that can be carried out, 
and it may be 	difficult to maintain symmetry properties 
in the coefficient matrix. 

In the FDE method, the displacement derivatives in the total; 
potential energy J of the system are approximated by fi-
nite differences ; and the minimum condition of J is used 

to calculate the unknown displacement parameters. Since the 

variational formulation is employed , only the geometric 

boundary conditions need be satisfied in the differencing. 
Furthermore , symmetry and positive definiteness in the coe-
fficient matrix of the algebraic equations are assured. 

As might as well be expected , the FDE is very closely relat-
ed to "The Displacement Finite Element" method [cf. Bushnell :  

Ref.(4)], and in some cases the same algebraic equations 

are generated. The specific differences between FEM and 

FDE lie essentially in the choice of the generalized displa-

cement components and the locations of the nodes that corres-
pond to the generalized displacements. 

An advantage of FDE lies in the effectiveness with which 
the Coefficient matrix of the algebraic equations can be 

generated. This is due to the simple scheme of energy integ-
ration employed. 

The primary end of the present paper is to give an estimate 
of error of FDE for a variational class of the fourth order, 

based on an analytic procedure.This procedure has been developed 

originally for eigenvalue prob'ems of the general Sturm 

Liouville equation [cf. Safwat Ref. (5) and Kurtz et al Ref462]. 
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This error estimate will assess the potential of any finite 
difference app►eximation in the YEE method. 

2 VARIATIONAL OT.As.s. 

Let the considered variational problem be given by the func-
tional 

ti[X(x.)]= f(sz — )6/
i 
 +II -..rX)0L,, 

(1) 
g z 	z 

0 
in which the fkinctional J [1,(x)] being defined in C2  [0,l] 
and s(x), p(x) 	q(x) and r(x) are real analytic functions 
in the interval [0,13. JLX(Iiii is subjected to the following 
constraints 

/,(0) =7C 

)'(o) =110 
FUnctional (2) are met with frequently in continuum mechanics .. 
As an illustration, consider the deflection .1.0- of a beam-
column whose length is 2 that resits on an elastic foundation 
of modullis 4 If El represents the nonuniform flexural 
stiffness of the beam in the vertical plane of bending and the 
beam is subjected to nonuniform inplane load N (taken posit-
ive in tension) then the total strain energy in the beam-
column. is Left  bonne/1 Ref. (7) ;To] 

f E I lAr" 2+ N -wiz+ v.r- .210 -2.4,) at x. 	(3) 4, 
where p(x) is the distributed lateral load intensity. 
Also functional (1) can be considered as a prototype to 
the following functional 

ri i" 
iTC"kAq= j 	[SOO] 	-- [POO] 2g 0 

+ Nq — 2 -2b (z) 	) ot x 	(4) 
where IX = 9((x) is a column vector of n elements, [PM] , 

(x)3 and [..s (x)] are symmetric square matrices and 	r (x) 
is a column vector. Such a flinctional defined by Eq.(4) occu- 
rrs in the theory of thin elastic composite shellsref.Greenberg 
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„, ERROR ESTIMATE 

AN  It the derivatives ,'  and A, be approximated by 

X'  = (E 	 X"=(E-2-t-E ) (Zile) 	( 5) 
where E is the displacement operator and h is the mesh 
length. This approximation is denoted as FDA(1) (Finite diff.4 

erence approximationA01) 

Substituting expressions (5) in Fq.(1)and extremizing tyteld 
the difference equation 

0) 

	

0 	 (6) 
where eZ is a difference operator correspondent to FDA(1), 
and it is defined by 

	

E (SPitt  t/4 114) E 	E-11-0.2shi9 E - 	 -1 

--+{.( CI+ 0(4A*  — -1°/14  + + 5/ 

t + (Is I rt) 	E (s/V-i-th-  E 6”) • (7)  

It is seen that Eq. (6) generates a symmetric system. This 

yields two merits , namely treduction in computer memory and 
secondlytfor eigen-analysis, the resulting eigenvalues are real. 

To estimate the included error in Eq.(6) , one uses the exp-
ansion of E operator in terms of the D operator , i.e., 

E 	 tA21)7.2 -t- 1.133)'/6 	 (8) 
The substitution of expanzion(8) in Eq. (6) leads .to a differ- 

: 	--1-  (-----±-) 

• entail equation with infinite terms that takes the form 

: 0 	 1 — 2 

• which satisfy conditions(2) and Lo  , L1  and L2  

• L =.. 5 JP.  + ns i  13  + (s"+ 1°) DI  + 1°J)  + 1.

' 	

(2.0.a) 

are linear differential operators defined by 
(/) 

01 — r + k2  Lc-41, -t kLf L" X 1- — . = 0 	 (9) 

'II 	n  
/2 	2   

s   l-  n! "nsita÷(-1-'23::+:3±)

6  

2 

	
3)„: 

	
(1) 	(1) 	(1) 

(10.b) 



4,9 	== 
991( = 7,0/  

Lt V
CI) 
 = - o   

CO 	/Cl/ 

990) 
10) 

L
CI) 

9w I   
/ 

AP(I) =11  CO = o 

with 

and 

with ') (o) (4) (o) 
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(2) 	8 	/ L2  = 	+ (-1-- 5 I- ").7) 	12 )) 340 	47 	/ 

12 17 80 
Tr 	/ s 3 	

w

" 	
/ 	I 2 	(10 

	

+ (Mg 5 	) 11  7-.6 q 	+WO *VP/ ) +/AO 4 	.c)  
It is very clear that when h goes to zero , Eq. (9)approaches 

the Eisler equation of Functional (1). Hence, a solution of 

Eq.(9) that satisfy conditions (2) gives an analytic represen-

tation of the numerical finite difference answers. Since 

Eq.(9) comprises of infinite terms , a closed form solution 
seems unfeasible. However,since h is usually small 

suggests the use of perturbation analysis where h2 

as the perturbation parameter. 
Let 7  be of the form 

(I) 

= 56)  + 	 • 

Substituting Eq.(12.)in Eq.(9) leads to 

(12) C)(1-1- 	- r+611..")(.59+1;41)")-1- 	= 0 

this 

is taken 

Equating the coefficients of equal powers of h2 on both 
sides of Eq.(i2) one can obtain 

L cp 	r 	 (13.a) 

(/3.b) 

(14.a) 

(14.b) 

Clearly, fie the exact extremal function and from the form 
O of 1 given by Eq.(11) it can be seen thatieC  can be inter - 

preted as the first order term in the finite differences 
results. Thussi the magnitude ofAy ) is the error estimate of 
ME method due to use of FDA(I). 

The second FDA (2) is based on the idea [of. Stetter Ref. (9)_] 
of using two grids instead of one grid as in FDA(1). The ori-
ginal grid r  is associated with another grid - called dual 
grid - rd whose points are the centres of r  . 

L.. 
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r 
Splitting  the functional J Lii(x.)] into two 

= 

	
(
functional 

 r X) G. 

(x.,  I DC  2 	z 

Approximating JI  
and .approximating  J 2  

and .extremizing  , lead 
0?("1" 

where the difference operatorZ corresponds to 
,n(a) 

is defined by 	
7-1 

E (s/h)E(....)1.[E 16/179...(Er+' 

+IcE-1.0(sbi)— (E-424+ 0)(1)/h9 +1, .4. its/h1 (•) 
+ {e'•(11112) — -1-0(2sp)JE,(--)i-E(s/OEtc.. 	(17) 

The equivalent differential equation takes the form 
(7•) 	z  (a) 	(a) 

Lo — r 	k Li 	± L2 (X, t 	=0 	(18) 
subject to conditions (2) 1, and 

= 	4. 51 3)s- I .  5,/ 	s I4 	131)213 
g 	w  2 ji  -I-  12 ±12. 	+1  3 + 6 

0 1,4 	.0/ 	itow) /c o koy 1  by 
grt  S + 2)D (--= 	Az= 	 (19.c) 16 	60 	-1-r 	360 3gt 

Repeating  the same steps carried out •  in FDA (1) , the 
estimate '3,(a)  is given by 

L( 	v.) 
L =  

grids r and ri ,and splitting  the fUnctionalilft(701 into two 

The FDA (3) is suggested as follows. Making  use of the two 

two parts ,i.e, 	
rr 2 

- 	% 
	

(21.5) - 2 

a J 
	

(21.b) L.. 

0 S i 

parts, i.e, 

(15.a) 

(15.b) 
(11  

via grid 	by 'XL. -= 	 L 
via grid rd, by 	= (t)G,:4.1  - Q/ h 
to the following  difference equation 

r 0 (16) 

FDA (2) and 

r!2) = 	+.11) +1 31 3" 	-114  ( ski  • 	\ 1,s" 
80 	a o 1360 	3,0 	•  J2 i-120 

= 	+ 25/ 
13 

_ (5
II
+ r) l)  +1J) +

A 
(19.a) 

( 12-  + 8. 	Tr- ( 1 9 .b) 

I V 

(a) 	/la) 	✓  (a) with 	411 (o) 	(o) = CO 71-- 'V 	= . 

error 

(20.a) 

(20.9 
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r 	 1 )) 
6 	Approximating J1_ via grid r by 7v. := (Xei.—lai -av_i))1i2  

: and J2  via grid a by 1/4.014=a4+1-/.1..)/1.1, )1,„i .:-.41,,,+. t 1,c.ya 
.... 

and extremizing voliead to the difference equation 

ce X - r= 0 

	

	• 	 (22) 
L..(3) where the difference operator or corresponds to FDA (3) and 

is defimed by -2 	 -I 

	

Y ' ::")-.) ;7.-- En s 	E (---) + [EA 1414 1/4) - (E.-1-1)(2.41:2) E (.- ) 
+  {

_a 
(E + 4 t 000 - (i i'l- E )(-1°1 h z- if/it)] ( - ) 2  , , a  

+ LE
1,, 

 (t/h filif) — (It EX2SillirjE('") t E (s/h) E(-) . 	(23) 
The equivalent differential equation is given by 

(3) 	z (3) 	ir (3) 
LID S - r +hi-II-tit- X-1-•••• 	=0 

i 	1 	 (24) 
subject to conditions (2) , and 
i3/  = 5 ti4  -t- 1 51.1)3  41 511+ 03)2' t  pi  D ile io  

g -  f D4+ jt.D5-1- (-1  5"1- t).D4*  t ( L-  + )26:-) / - 	12 	I 2. 	3 

) 

	

(
, e  ll, 	0 	ov \ 2 	n 	2...\ i.7 3)  i i-i-r 

pa
i: 	it'  

2 
13) =4-1- .38  + =1)*  + (2.1 511-f- —1)  ) •D‘t C--5--./*  -t- 12-I-) D5-  80 20 360 360  /2 120 

"P(74 Slvt r6L+1;ci)i)*.t  (-CC + I I:4 +2:4) °v3  
.: 	

. 	4.  ( 36sovi at slog:  + .3,:) ..t  ( 1  pi2vo .4... 416)1.)  + 184.  
(25 •c) 

The error estimate 1)(3) is given by 
(3) (3) 	(3) 

1 Lb `11) = - L. 40 (26.a) 
(3) 	/a) 	(s) 	d(3) with 	Ai) (o)=-- `Y) (o) --r. y (I).=. 11 ()) = 0. 	( 26 .b) 

4. =Er.. MULE.  
Considerthe following example 

, J[1,04.1 
	0  f (1"2+x,2

2X2-/.% 

with X(o) 	7C(0) % = 7C(') = 0. 

The exact extrema/ flinction is 

(27)  

(28)  

(i5 .a) 
(25.b) 
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90  = 0.063 exp (x) + 0.1363 exp (-2x) + exp (-x/2) 

[0.3007 cos(f3x40 + 0.4157 sin (i5 x/2)] - 1/2 . (29) 
The error estimate 10 takes for every FDA scheme the follow-
ing expressions : 

• FDA 1 
41)(1).= 0.0034857 exp(x) + 0.0077023 exp(-2x) 

+ exp (-x/2) [(.0.0///88 + 0.02 x) cos (0 x/2) 
- (0.0157.905 + 0.0144675 x) sine x/24- 	(30) 

FDA 2 
• etei9 = (0.0242745 0.00879 x) exp (x) 

+(0.0246553 + 0.0189305 x) exp(-2x) 
+ exp(-x/2) (-0.0489298 + 0.05 x) cos (if x/2) 

- (0.0688309 + 0.0361685 x) sin (F x/2)• (31) 

FDA 3  
"v/(3)= 0.0625 - 0.00958 exp(x) - 0.021019 exp(-2x) 

+ exp (.x/2) [-(0.0319005 + 0.01 x) cos (k13 x/2) 
+ (- 0.0443494 + 0.0072337 x) sin (13 2)1 (32) 
Table 1. Error Estimate. 

x reit) NS-y (2) loS1) (3) 

H
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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1
1
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0
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I 	
W

  I
x
) 

I-
4

 0
 

0.00 w 	0.00 0.00 
3.28 0.20 -6.91 
9.98 0.92 -19.89 
16.40 1.56 -33.25 
20.76 3.41 -40.68 
22.26 6.04 -41.48 

-84.90 4.14 -37.23 
13.83 1.41 -28.07 
8.00 0.91 -15.08 
4.21 0.23 	. -8.670 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

Table 1 shows the values of y for different values of x. 
It can be easily noticed that the accuracy of FDA (2) is 
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the best. In. the second place comes FDA (1) while FDA (3) 
- 	comes the last with respect to accuracy. 

5. CONCLUSIONS. 
An approach for studying the error estimation of FDE method • 
for a variational class of the fourth order has been 

presented. Three schemes of central difference approximations 
are proposed and their accuracy has been evaluated. They have 
been applied only to one example - that yields an Euler Eq-. 
uation with constant coefficients - which may raise the 

question "What does happen if they are applied to more com-i 
plicated variational problems?". In justification, it is 

valid in many applied cases to approximate a differential 
equation by a linear one with constant coefficients over 
short ranges of the independent variable. 

Hence it is recommended that FDA(2) should be used in 

solving the class of variational problems investigated in 

the present paper. As for Functional(4) , since an analytic 

estimation of error is hardly possible, it appears that 

adopting the results of the prototype Functional(1) is the 

wise inductive path. Waturally,the final judge will be the 
numerical experiments. 
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